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"Will you walk into my parlour'^" said the Spider to the 
' Fly, 

"Tis the prettiest little parlour that ever you did spy. 
The way into my parlour is up a winding stair. 
And I have many curious things to show you when you are 

there." 
"Oh no, no," said the Fly, '^o ask me is in vain. 
For who goes up your windina stair can ne'er come down 

aeain. 

My father introduced me to poetr>' when I was a small child. He would read my 

childhood favorite, 'The Spider and the Fly," almost every day from his green-covered 

101 Favorite Poems, until I had it memorized and could pretend to read it back to him. 

The book was slender, its pages yellow with age. Snagly strings hung from the edges of 

its cloth cover. WTien I left home at age fifteen, I took that book with me, and when my 

father asked if I had it, I lied. I couldn't stand the thought of returning the "little green 

book." Without it, I feared my childhood would be irrevocably lost. (I did eventually 

return the book — I feh too guilty lying to my father, but it was not an easy thing to do.) 

My father is an attorney who loves to write. He would read me his own stories in 

place of Golden Books and, under his influence I began writing around the age of six 1 

first attempted very short stories, then longer stories, and finally moved on to what I 

consider the finest form of the written word: poetry. The first poem I remember writing 

was called "The Waterfall." I must have been about seven, and I wrote a short story 

called "The Witch of Zon City" at the same time. The poem was okay for a seven-year-

old, but the story won a contest. The greater success of the story over the poem made me 

feel that poetry wasn't what I was meant to write, I would be a novelist instead Today 

' HowitL Marv. www.firstscience.com/SITE/poems/howitt.asp 

http://www.firstscience.com/SITE/poems/howitt.asp
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that idea makes me laugh. I can write a decent middle, but the beginning and end of a 

story always elude me. 

Poetry, however, has continued to mesmerize me and keep me awake at night 

because I cannot stop writing. Perhaps poetry- is a 'middle' to a story, a small piece of 

time minus the beginning and end. .A.bout three years ago, I came across "The Waterfall'" 

in a scrapbook my mother keeps. Reading it again, I was encouraged in my continued 

pursuit of poetry. 

My father was the impetus for my love and interest, poets such as Emily 

Dickinson are what kept it going. Around the age of twelve, I began to turn to the poetry 

of Dickinson to tell myself that the anger, confiision, and depression I felt were okay, 

someone else had feh as I had. Dickinson was my main poetic focus for several years, 

and to this day she remains my favorite poet. While I read other work and enjoy it, I am 

drawn time and time again to her odd punctuation, lexical dashes, and obsession with God 

and Death with a capital 'D.' When I discovered her, I, too, was obsessed with deatk, and 

knew this wasn't 'OK.' I didn't know how to express these feelings, but Dickinson could 

put into words what I could not: "My Life had stood - a Loaded Gun - / In Comers - till 

a Day... /1 have but the power to kill, / Without - the power to die" (754, 1-2. 23-24). 

At this point in my life, I was becoming aware of the many troubles facing people 

such as hunger and homelessness, and though I beheved I loved God, I couldn't stifle the 

anger I feh towards Him because he allowed these horrible things to happen. Dickinson 

expressed these feelings of teen angst and confusion perfectly: "Dying! Dying in the 

night! / Won't somebody bring the light / So I can see which way to go / Into the 

everlasting snow*̂  // And "Jesus"! Where is Jesus gone*̂  / They said that Jesus - always 
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came - / Perhaps he doesn't know the House - This way, Jesus, Let him pass!" (158, l-

8). Around the age of fourteen, I began to write fanatically, at times in the style of 

Dickinson but more often in an unintelligible stream of consciousness. By the time 1 

reached college, I was still writing in this same style, but thanks to a ninth grade 

discussion of the symbolism in The Lord of the Flies and Dead Poets Societv, I had now 

added an incoherent symbolism. When I read those verses today, I grimace at the 

stereotypical teen angst mixed with Hallmark greeting card rhymes. Thankfully since 

that time, I have been fortunate enough to encounter many wonderful poets to help 

cultivate my writing. 

Chelsea Rathbum, an MFA student at the University of Arkansas (where I studied 

my freshman year) and co-worker at the University of Arkansas Writing Center, was my 

first personal poetic influence. She looked at my work and told me honestly that it was 

pretty bad, but she also said h had definite potential. Encouraged, I went to her readings, 

showed her draft after draft of my rantings and ravings, and eventually entered a poetry 

contest that she also entered. Neither of us won, but I feh somehow more real to have 

been in a contest with a person I considered a mentor. Chelsea showed me how to write a 

sestina and said my first attempt was far better than her own. This introduction to form 

intrigued me and encouraged me to learn more about how to write words that meant 

something, but at the same time involved putting words together as if they were pieces of 

an intricate puzzle: a linguistic game. 

Chelsea's influence and the influence of other professors with whom I interacted 

daily in the Writing Center in Arkansas had a tremendous impact on me I was only close 

to a few of the professors, but I knew they had read some of my poems, and they dicbi 't 
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laugh at me. I felt encouraged by that. Had they stopped greeting me in the halls, or 

looked at me with pity, I may never have shown another person a poem again. However, 

this didn't happen, and my freshman year I decided that no matter what my "grownup'' 

job would be, I always wanted to be a poet. 

Upon transferring to Texas Tech and becoming an English major with a 

specialization in Creative Writing, I was fortunate enough (which is really an 

understatement) to be in a writing class taught by Wah McDonald. I thought he was a bit 

odd at first — he spoke in Biblical verses and smiled a lot but I soon realized just how 

special he is. Dr. McDonald returned my ten line poems with twenty lines of detailed 

comments. He often singled me out in class to say how moving and beautiful my poetry 

was: "Ah, this - now this - is a poem." Under his guidance, I soon began to feel that my 

dream of becoming a poet might not be so far fetched. Dr. McDonald didn't always 

praise my work, sometimes he told me to take out huge chunks of lines, but the way in 

which he said it always made me feel like it was praise nonetheless. He taught me that 

despite the common thought that poetry, as art, should not have rules, one must first learn 

the rules and learn them well before he or she can break them. Free verse and 

experimentation didn't fly with him, he wanted everything done according to a nice sized 

rulebook he wrote and required all of his students to buy. In this rulebook were hsts of 

poetic "dos and don'ts", conveniently numbered and lettered. If Dr. McDonald wanted 

to critique a poem, he could simply say, "There's some 10a on line 5, and 12c in the 

second stanza." Though I can't remember its number, my returned poems were most 

often marked with the rule that read "Show, don't tell." 
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Showing instead of telling and how to compose a line are probably the two most 

important aspects of poetr\' I learned from Dr McDonald I put my poem "Worm Lips" 

through many drafts, and with every draft, Dr McDonald pushed me further to show the 

image and emotion I wanted to portray, that of a mother watching a child who resembled 

the son she had lost. I learned that showing the reader this image and emotion without 

stating it exactly created a stronger and more beautiful poem. Finally, Dr. McDonald and 

I were both satisfied, and although there have been many poems between then and now. 

"W^orm Lips" remains one of my favorites, and I have been able to apply the principles I 

learned from Dr. McDonald while working on it to the rest of my work. 

Until Dr. McDonald's class, I had never given line breaks much thought, but the 

discussions of enjambment and end-stops impressed upon me the power language can 

have. Dr. McDonald taught me that words could have double the power if placed 

strategically, as in Rudyard Kipling's "Recessional": "Beneath whose awful hand we 

hold / Dominion over palm and pine..." (Ellmann. O'Clair, 104). This strategy of line 

would critically lead a reader to believe an "awfiil hand" was being held, she would then 

be surprised to see that instead, dominion was being held "over palm and pine." As a 

"bookworm" and true lover of words, techniques such as this intrigued and delighted me. 

Since taking Dr. McDonald's class, I have had an enormous amount of flin trying 

to incorporate this technique into my poetry. Line breaks have also become one of the 

first things I look at when critiquing someone else's poetr>'. Most students in Dr 

McDonald's class complained that his poetic rules were killing their individuality, I 

enjoyed the challenge of seeing if I could win the "game" without cheating. According to 
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Dr. McDonald, I did. I will always cherish one comment in particular that he wrote on 

my midterm manuscript: "Jamie," he wrote, "you're making words do their work." 

After Dr. McDonald's poetry workshop, I took a workshop taught by Dr Stephen 

Jones, a completely different teacher/mentor than Dr McDonald. Whereas Dr 

McDonald told me to put in commas and periods. Dr. Jones told me to throw them out. 

With his help and the extremely candid workshop discussions, 1 was able to move back 

into the more experimental poetry I had started as a teenager; the difference now was that 

I had more guidance and experience. Dr. McDonald taught me how to make a 

description or emotion come alive without cliche metaphors, without "spelling it out" for 

the reader; and in Dr. Jones' class, I was able to place the rules into a context where they 

really didn't matter anymore. For example, Dr. Jones' encouragement to ignore formal 

rules enabled me to try new things in my poetry, such as the hyphenated word "slams" 

that are now an integral part of my poetic style. Dr. Jones is a fiction writer, not a poet, 

and in this capacity he could view the work of the poets in the class with a more open 

mind: He didn't know the rules and regulations, but he knew what sounded good to him 

Like Dr. McDonald, Dr Jones was never short on comments, but he allowed, indeed 

encouraged, us to throw out convention and completely follow our artistic desires. 

Recently I have been fortunate enough to work with poets John Poch and Jackie 

McLean. Dr. Poch, whose advanced poetry class I am currently taking, has led me to 

experiment more with formal poetry such as the sonnet and terza rima. So too, he has 

pushed me, weekly, to write poems that are not only something I truly want to write, but 

that also meet the "guidelines" he has set. Dr. Poch assigns the class to write a different 

poem each week: one week Dr. Poch might assign the class to write a terza rima using an 
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exotic animal, food, an epigraph, and end-words that he has come up with. Another week 

he may assign the class to write a sonnet in perfect iambic pentameter, again using end-

words of his own choosing, as well as a reference to a specific state and a direct quote 

from a non-fiction book. Through these assignments, I have gained a control over my 

poems that 1 didn't have before. For example, I wrote "Wish You Were Here" several 

months ago under a different title and format. Dr. Poch read it and encouraged me to 

clarify- several of the images and tighten the language in places where it was wordy or 

unclear. Through one of Dr. Poch's class assignments I was able to completely revise it 

using his suggestions, and I am now very happy with this poem and the image it portrays. 

While I have not had class with Dr. McLean, her influence and advice during the 

months we have spent developing this thesis have greatly widened my scope of poetic 

influences as well as matured my writing style. Dr. McLean has pushed me to go flirther 

with and look deeper into what it is I want to say in my work. She has done this by 

constantly encouraging me to experience new writers and by sharing her own work and 

growth experiences with me. She has also listened to my tentative ideas for poems and 

helped solidify them with her comments, ideas, and suggestions. Dr. McLean has, 

without fail, provided me with poetry reviews, essays on poetry, new poets to read, 

journals to submit my work to, and "assignments" on how to open up my writing process, 

all of which have uncannily related to something going on in my poetry at the time she 

shared them, with m.e. More than anything else. Dr. McLean has encouraged me to find 

my voice and place within poetry. 

Though I'm. sure my style will develop and change as I grow and mature, I feel 

the various resources all of these poets have provided me with have enabled me to better 
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find my voice as a writer. I believe that balance is best in all areas of life, and the 

combined influence of these poets has led to a greater balance in my work. 

Despite finding greater balance, my "poetic voice" is something I still look for 

daily, I am, encouraged in my attempts to explore the domestic sphere by poets such as 

Eavan Boland, who elegantly relates stories of women and children and the non-

sensational aspects of their daily lives throughout history. Indeed, I feel Boland is telling 

what has come to be called "her-story'' in poems such as "Domestic Interior" and "Muse 

Mother." which are both focused on women's domestic life. This aspect of Boland's 

work has very much given me a model for my own poetry. I think of her-storv^ as not 

only a feminine telling or perspective, but any telling or perspective that is not typically 

discussed in classrooms or history books. In "Muse Mother." Boland writes "I can see / 

from where I stand / a woman hunkering - / her busy hand / worrying a child's face...// 

Her hand's a cloud / across his face, / making light and rain. / smiles and a frown. / a 

smile again'' (134-35). 1 admire how Boland places herself outside this scene to relate 

what she is seeing in a way that enables the reader to compose her own picture. In these 

lines, for example, Boland does not speak of a woman's strength, beauty, or power, 

instead, she describes a scene that exemplifies these qualities. I, too, would like my 

poetry to record the history of women, of children, and of the power of their lives that, 

while seemingly mundane, is actually quite exotic. I attempt this in my poem "Towards 

the End of Life," which relates the story of a woman who is a mother, ex-wife, and 

daughter. I hope that it demonstrates the magnificent strength she has and must have 

simply to make it through the work of being a woman. 
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I would like my poetry to retain this sense of her-story; so too, I would like to not 

only write poems that are outside looking in. but that are told from the point of view of 

the person or persons directly involved, and that use poetry as a vehicle to express 

emotion in the personal lyric, which is a poem about the emotions, thoughts, or 

experiences of an "I." The personal lyric intrigues me, and I find it is what I am attracted 

to time and again in poetry, h is what has attracted me so much to Dickinson and, more 

recently, to the work of poet Nick Flynn. 

Flynn tells another de-gendered version of her-story by boldly and blatantly 

writing poems about intensely painfiil and personal subjects. His poem, "You Ask How," 

speaks of the suicide of his mother: 

You ask how 

& I say. ."suicide, and you ask 

how and I say, an overdose, and then 
she shot herself 
& your eyes fill with what'i' 
wonder'i' so I add, in the chest, 
so you won't thjni: 
her face is gone... (6-7) 

Flynn does not temper suicide's ugliness in "You ask How.'' Instead, he publicly 

announces it, creating an opportunity for dialogue about this and other little discussed 

realities. My poem "SIDS," while upsetting, is a true word-photograph of the actuality 

that occurs when a child dies from this temble disease (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome). 

I think it is important to put this and other traumatic occurrences into poems, not only as 

a way for the poet to process em.otions, but also as a way for others to experience art as a 

reality outside their worldview. Discussion of social issues is vitally important to 

understanding and compassion. It can even make people aware of a problem or situation 
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they never realized existed, and it is only through realization that a problem can begin to 

be addressed. By raising awareness, poetry can act as an advocate for a wide range of 

social issues. In the anthology. Aloud: Voices from the Nuyorican Poets Cafe, the poet 

Sapphire writes: 

My mother slipped on her sweater & disappeared. 
we rolled loose to comers of the room 
buttoned in cold, bones of children knitting shadows in the dark; 
dreaming of pullovers, cardigans, cashmere & mohair 
"She never wanted children." he explained... 
it would be ten years before I remembered 
my father breaking open my asshole. 
the memory would walk up behind me like bad news 
(262) 

This poem could create a refuge and/or release for someone who had experienced similar 

violence that, more often than not, is kept quiet In an essay for The Writer's Chronicle. 

poet Gregory Orr, drawing from his recent book Poetry as Survival, describes this 

transference of feelings as a poem "[exlending] its survival efficacy outward toward those 

listeners or readers who respond to the poem's situation as if it were, in some way, their 

own" (12). In this way. a poem acts as a survival tool for both writer and reader alike. 

While the poems cited previously are intensely personal, it is not necessary for a 

poem to be written on topics that affect only an "I" or a "you." As well as describing 

individual experiences, it is also true that poems can appropriate the emotions of others. 

Wah Whitman writes in "Song of Myself': 

I do not ask the wounded person how he feels, I 
myself become the wounded person. 

My hurts turn livid upon me as I lean on a cane 
and observe (56). 

Through this observation, poems can present the issues at stake for a marginalized group, 

or even society as a whole. I admire the work of poets who have taken their political 
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and/or social beliefs and used poetry as a medium to express them. A book 1 recently 

discovered that does this well is Against Forgetting, edited by Carolyn Forche, which is 

an anthology of wartime poetry. Every poem in the collection serves as a witness to the 

events and emotions experienced during war, and demonstrates to those reading the 

poems what it was like to live through such an event. Forche calls this 'the poetry of 

witness" (30). Capturing feelings within the snapshot of words, the poet ensures that the 

memories of what they and others experienced will live on in history. Louis Simpson's 

poem "The Runner" exemplifies this important work as it relates the story of an air attack 

during World War II: 

The men looked down, as into a precipice. 
There was a body lying in the way. 
It was Santelli, of the first platoon 
Dodd has just seen him going out in front. 
He walked like a dancer, with a short, neat step. 
Rifle held crosswise. 
He lay huddled up 
On his left side; his helmet had rolled off. 
His head was seeping blood out in the dirt. 
(Against Forgetting. 304) 

Certainly this poem and poems like it are what Forche had in mind when she wrote that 

"... poem[s] might be our only evidence that an event has occurred: it exists for us as the 

sole trace of an occurrence" (31). 

This "trace of an occurrence" seems to be the most important work that words can 

do because, while I believe that art can exist solely by its own merits - it can sound good, 

look good, etc. - it can also be so much more by contributing something greater than the 

mere beauty and enjoyment of words to the world, For instance. 'The Terrorist, He 

Watches," by Wislawa Szymborska was published in 1948, yet \\ continues to resonate: 
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The bomb will go off in the bar at one twenty p.m. 
Now it's only one sixteen p.m. 
Some will still have time to get in. 

some to get out 

The terrorist has already crossed to the other side 
of the street. 

The distance protects him from any danger .. 
(.Against Forgetting. 455). 

Poems such as this will always be relevant, and it isn't because the words sound 

nice, though they do; it is because of their social relevancy, witness, and refUge This is 

true of the wartime poetry in Against Forgetting which contains political and social 

commentary that will hold fast throughout time. It is equally true of Boland's poems in 

which women will always be able to find truth and comfort through Boland's recognition 

and discussion of the domestic sphere The relevance and social value of poems is what I 

have come to find means the most in poetry and stays with me the longest. 

I am first and foremost drawn to poems because of their lyrical quality and 

dizzying sounds, but I stay only with poems that have the substance to keep me there I 

suppose, in this way, poems are like beautiful people: the outside stays nice for only so 

long, it is what's inside that will last a lifetime. 

In my own work, I attempt to use wonderful sounds, but equally important to me 

is writing poetry that has a deeper context. For example, I wrote "Systemic Lupus 

Erythmatosus" about a daughter watching her father suffer with a debilitating and 

potentially fatal disease, and I wrote "Sydney" about a neglected and unwanted child. 

These are brief glimpses into the lives of people whose stories often go untold, but I 

would hope that others can relate to these poems, or at least take something socially 

relevant from them, such as refuge, sense of her-story, or witness to something that 
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would otherwise remain unnoticed, thus enabling me to advocate for underrepresented 

persons through my poetry 
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American Drive Inn 

Freshly shaven girl-legs cross in the front seat 
of a tan, two-door '85 Mustang, 
bought from an auction, seized in a dmg bust. 
The radio-empty dash gapes like a shocked mom's mouth 
on our cool-night window-down rides to town 
'85 .. you were in grade school then. 
Before you knew what pot was, sex was, me. 
Half-moon heels scar the flesh-colored top 
over the passenger side seat of this second-rate 
honeymoon suite, each one 
with a story of pond-side dates 
and fist-quick escapes from pool halls and burger joints 
under watchflil, small town gossip-eyes. 
Deciding nine tired years were dues enough, 
the car abandoned us on an Oklahoma highway 
prey to a late-night taxi driver who tried hard 
not to notice the new-black stereo left between the seats 
surrounded by stacks of naked tapes 
spilling onto the filter-littered, ash-laden 
floor of this speed demon first-car. 
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Wish You Were Here 

The summer you strummed chords at 2 a.m., 
killing Pollyanna, killing rock stars, 
killing yourself, only to fail 

again, 
your hair grew back, 
covered cuttings, winged-Gdansk tattoos. 

In your closet-converted, postscript room, 
the 12-inch droned after-school specials: 
vato cars driven by lily-skinned, freckled Irish kids 

(.An Arizona white-boy, you knew 
more about tortillas and beans than 
"Arkansas wetback apple-pickers" ever could). 

Affiliated blood brothers called Saturdays -
you pressed phone to ear, straining 
for remembered sounds of rattlers, dry wind, 

& 
the day Scott Fast drew tme to his name, 

a gun's S & M whipcrack through mesas, 
four-walls and tin-sheds, as he took aim at a man you loved 
more than your mother's sons. 

Stranded on a hillbilly hillside, you stood, 
purple ragged, straining screams through teeth, 
unable to jump far enough to take 

the bullet, 
stand tme to your oath, be the hero 

You could never make the funeral. 
Your gut's stunned gaping 
filled vrith hard-knot jealousy 
shining on acne-skin, knowing: 
You weren't the hero, 
or there 

to die. 
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sros 
The doctor came, innocuous cup in hand, 
explaining that formalities always follow 
when babies no longer breathe. 

Your uncle, sober now for years, 
offered his clean piss as a condolence for our loss, 
but the police were already riding 
Safford Avenue to Thatcher Boulevard, 
to photograph pre-autopsy guilt 
found in spilled ashtrays and postered walls 

Guttural sounds disappeared behind cigarette-hands 
as you pressed forehead to wall, 
hating last night's peaceflil slumber, 
wondering at your wide flung arm 
this morning when you woke 

Between dry-heave sobs. I heard an infant's cry-. 
Habit lifted my head, wet the front of my nightshirt, 
the waistband of my shorts, 
with surprisingly sweet and sticky mother's milk 
searching for a mouth. 

The nurse grimaced, tumed her head away, 
fingering the small silver dolls 
hung from a chain around her neck. 

The room stank of raw wounds 
mbbed with nicotine, echoed 
empty explanations. The preacher shook, 
stammered words of Godly reason. 

He will not give you more than you can bear, 
this a taunt, a dare, disallowing 
steam-bath contemplations, 
chiding you to breathe. 
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Worm Lips 

That little boy at soccer: 
I stare so much his mother pulls him closer to her side 
His hair is on fire. The wind stirs the flames, 
and I am blinded by ashes I tr> to blink away. 
It looks like smog in a sunset 
before the final light of day fades to dark 

Your smile suggested petals in spring, 
lips new as a rose in bloom 
They looked like gummy worms: 
stretched and lined with dr\' skin. 
Worm lips don't sound like much, 
but sometimes they're all I have. 

Your skin was soft and white, at times translucent 
You were my buming Irish boy. 
The day I took you fishing, your legs 
stuck out from under your overalls, 
tumed red in less than an hour. 
Had you grown older, freckles would have covered your nose 

The blue of your bright eyes stunned me 
until I probed your stiff, still eyelids with my finger 
and found only gray. 

The box lowered into Earth was enormously small, 
stark against glittering rocks 
almost as pale as your face 
the morning I found you, 
swamp cooler humming and hiding my cries 
made faint by cinder block walls. 

This soccer-child climbs onto my lap. 
I hold my arms loose around his slender boy-waist, 
too afraid to hug any tighter. His hair tickles my nose, 
wafts Cherry-Blast scent, and I stmggle against this smell, 
so clean and alive. 
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October Tenth 

I woke today feeling a tightness, a constriction in my womb, 
like the final moment before birth 
when a new life enters the world — blue, wet, screaming. 

Today would be your sixth birthday. 

I see a small hand holding up five fingers, 
the other tentatively extending one more. 
"I'm six today," is what you say to strangers 
as we walk to the bakery to pick up your cake 
topped with candles, awaiting your wish. 

Dreaming of ice cream and Legos, 
you forget your manners 
and stick a finger into the cake. 

Sternly, 
I shake my head at your silliness, 
never stopping to kiss your nose, 
swing you up high, or think how lucky 

that you are here 
to have a birthday at all. 
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How it Happens (For Carla and Rosa) 

This child sits, stares at walls once adorned 
with cat-poems and 'My Family' 
drawn in yellow, even the grass. 
For years she tries to kill, 
slowly, almost even*- part of herself, 
at least twice. 

This child's mother is better than hers before 
She doesn't love her children hard, 
in the rain, with guns, tearfiilly, 
but indoors, with hands, belts, bmshes. 
She tries to hide tears in the dining room 
where no one ever goes, 
unless h's Christmas. 

This child's father mns from his wife, his daughter, 
pretends not to notice pills missing, 
liquor below the last drawn mark. 
In cut-glass tumblers, he hides them. He, 
imagined intellectual, reads 
books to decipher these women, 
wisely nods as they try so hard to die. 

This child looks at this mother, this father, 
through wet and lowered lashes, 
thinks k her fauh: her hurt, her devil's deal. 

This mother, this father, tum guihy-blind, 
pretend not to see this child's too-numb eyes, 
feel her death-fevered forehead, 
smell the hate bumins hard on her skin. 
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Sydney, 

I never thought it was flinny 
when you told people to flick off, 
your fingers high in the air, 
legs barely long enough 
to reach the ground 

I knew you when 
you were in your mother's womb, 
small and clean 

I tried to take you after she forgot 
to come the third day 
in a row, 
but I found her 

in a bar, 
prolonged smoke break, 
fresh hole in her arm. 
She needed some time, 
she said. 

I wonder if you still live 
off Cheerios and fiimes. 

We both cried 
the day I picked dirt and makeup 
from under your nails, 

cried harder when I took the glitter off 
and tumed your hair 
to taffy. 
You flailed at the mirror-child; 

I held tight and pretended 
not to notice your bones. 

I will not make this 
about me, how I've lost 
two now 
without even trying. 
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Towards the End of Life 

Her skin has become wrinkled, dry, and 
in winter, fingers crack hard with wind. 
Scars mark her belly from two Cesarean-girls. 

A mark still shines white on her finger 
from twenty-eight years of wearing a ring 
she no longer ovms, given by a man she no longer knows 

She cannot escape her mind, full of small-town secrets 
everyone knows and whispers into iced tea 

Her heart has become weak and works too hard 
Brightly colored pills curb her mind's mutterings. but cannot 
take away memories of finding her mother, 
shotgun in mouth, or of burying her first grandson 
in the heat of an Arizona desert. 

Her back is beginning to curve. 
She is shorter by an inch. 

The doctor says she should have 
had more calcium in her youth. 
That time has passed. Her spine now 
bends under weight 
she can no longer support. 
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Systemic Lupus Erythmatosus (For Dad) 

This father, lover of words, whiskey and God, 
came in late night hours to drive monsters 
away from his young daughter. 
A should've-been poet, his weaving words 
lulled her owl-eyes closed 
protected by father-prayers. 

Nights when poems and prayers 
fell flat, puppets became gods 
or sentries, fierce eyes reflising to close 
as they waited for monsters. 
Their black-stitched mouths knew no words 
other than those of father and daughter 

No games prepared his daughter 
for red wehs, unafraid of stories and prayers, 
that settled butterfly wings without lullaby words 
across her father's face. Howling prayers to a wolf-god, 
together they learned of monsters 
that would not hide from owl-eyes, but clothed 

eyes in terror at every day's close. 
Immune to glass-eyed sentries, these monsters 
shunned closets and dark nights, prey 
to no one and given by god, 
they laughed at a should've-been poet's pleading words 

Hot-shock tears replaced paltry words 
as she saw him, standing in day's close, 
hitchhiker-lonesome, eaten by an enemy-skin god. 
Too old now for late-night songs, daughter 
goes without sentries or father-prayers 
to chase away this monster. 

More mature memory-monsters 
are hers now, but none replace webs woven with words 
by an always gray man who taught prayers, 
hands calmly folded, head and eyes closed 
against the ways a daughter 
is tempted to worship all but god 

The story of this monster will not close 
Words spoken, father to daughter, 
will live as her prayers, his poems, her god. 
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Fast Girl 

When I was still blonde-haired and sweet, 
I dipped my fingers into hot wax that pooled 
at the base of Dad's candlestick holder, 
romantic brass and curled-q handle perfect 
for young-girl fantasies when the lights went out and wind 
howled through imagined eaves. 

I had to do it fast 
before the liquid cooled, congealed into flat, 
white afterthoughts that came up as one 
satisfying vanilla piece, smooth 
against Chapstick lips waking for a kiss. 

These sweet-smelling excrements 
left an almost-hot sheath of mbber-like stuff 
on thin fingertips, forever casting my prints 
until I cmmbled the wax into tiny balls, 
and flicked them across the kitchen, mined whoris and all. 

When the blonde in my hair grew dirty, 
my legs long and thin, I ran my finger 
through the tiny flame, at first the red, then the white 
where the fire first starts and bums hottest, best, longest. 

If I moved my hand fast enough, there was no feeling 
but exchement at the amazement of the neighbor-kids 
who weren't yet wise enough to know 
fast fire never bums. 
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I Think of You 

but cannot reflect you in tranquility. 
Trying leaves me deaf and dumb, 
an idiot savant whose genius comes 
from knowing you. 

This memory lives too fresh, 
leaves no room for thoughts of adjectives 
W'atching you dance is better 
than oranges in wintertime. 

Painting would be better 

Through oils you could shine undiluted, 
uncompromising, like your eves 
or the gentle way your ears curl, 
as if no one v îll notice. 

The line of your back stands straight 
as the dam holding in 
my words. Pictures of you 
lean against my knowledge 
of beautifully postured women. 

You dance circles around them all, 
and I am stmck by how sturmingly 
your hands wrap 
around paintbmshes and poems 
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Bloodlines 

Despite unrealized relations, 
forgotten father and too-realized me, 
your blood has not thinned 

It courses, baby blue, 
air-exposed thick black, 
carries insanity's jaundiced tinge. 

I have kept you from movies, 
toys, games, spoken to you 
of hatred, violence, the hurt 
that they breed. 

Pleading mother-prayers 
have weakened these walls, damaging 
your ears, but have not quite drowned out, 
swallowed down, repressed 
tumbleweed-mountain memories. 

As another toy finds it way to the closet, 
I ponder behs and hairbmshes, lithium and death. 
The weaving spiral of DNA cannot be undone 

My alone-time shower-meditations 
picture your smile, who you will marry, 
your strong white hands 
curled into fists, still-pink wrist-scars, 
grandchildren and fear. 
s-

Generations of sinfiil death creep 
from intricately decorated mgs, 
pill boxes. Bibles, guns -

Veins stretched like the branches of a tree, 
neatly labeled: 
Father, Grandmother, Mother 

Your grandfather's chin, 
father's nose, my eyes, 
proofs of your heredity. 

I can not connect synapse 
to synapse as your left hand 
reaches to the right of your chest. 
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caressing it lightly, 
in the exact motion of your father. 



Shape Changer 

My sleeping son's legs dangle, 
precarious, from a spaceship/cowboy bed. 
He exhales boy-breath from 
spaghetti o' lips -
steady, strong, and sweet 

Upon waking, my son - poet-mathematician, burgeoning gymnast 
does handstands, quotes Poe, adds large sums 
inside a calculator mind. 

A John Wayne swagger now, holster strapped to sturdy hips, 
Spiderman Underoos crawl from tough-guy 
faded-black Wranglers, belie Vesuvius image as my son becomes 

a mourner offish, questioner of death, 
one-half vegetarian and preacher 
of karma breathing breakfast prayers. 

Walking Wednesdays for ritual ice-cream, 
he laughs too loud, asks about my day, claims 
to have forgotten his. We discuss 
imponant things: Root, leaf stem, limb, 
the flavor we will bu\ 

After bath, teeth, ears, prayers, 
I perch, precarious, on a spaceship/cowboy bed. and watch 
my sleeping son's legs dangle. 
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Shape Changer H: 
Breakfast Prayers 

Saturdays, before Cheerios and juice, 
he says prayers too quickly 
so he won't miss the rabbit fool 
the fat white man, or the gang solve 
another werewolf crime. 

Behind folded hands, nails 
one week too long, his eyes 
peek out through inherited lashes 
to see T-N-T explode. 

Bare feet keep loony tune time 
against cheny oak legs as he 
praises Jesus, asks for blessed food, 
a new Jedi Starfighter, and for God 
to hu2 his bis brother. 



Shakespeare's Sister 

You lie scattered: 
small, pock-marked apples waiting 
to be taken to a young girl's room 
for a secret snack 
of red flesh, sweet juice, and seeds 
savored so that your wit and charm 
might move from your wormy home 
opposite the Elephant and Castle 
to live in her belly round. 

Swamp and jungle are your earth, 
and you fly above them, 
an unprotected aeroplane 
unwinding chastity 
from ner\ e and instinct, 
all for a room 
and meager wage 

Is 500 a year so much to ask 
for freedom from 
a herd of elephants, 
a wildemess of spiders'^ But 
a sun-streamed window wall do 
just fine with a spot of change 
rattling in your purse. 

With familial tenacity arise 
from under the omnibuses to assume 
the habh of freedom, placing your name 
among the shelves of Oxbridge, and, 
if someone asks, tell them yes, 
you have a brother. 
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Maquiladora 

Sweat drips into the eyes 
of the young girl at the press, folding 
and pulling and pushing hard. 

Bent into the shape of a sickle, her back, 
strong arms, every muscle gleams 
its sinew through sulfur perspiration 

trailing through even more glistening grease 
to mark her existence, 
a wet spot 
upon the floor. 

Flat and taut, her belly 
since the midnight scraping 
her boss insisted on, fat hands 
convinced her of 
deducted from her pay 

In America, her husband stands, 
losjomaleros, converting dollar to peso 
to pass the time 

Prayers ran dry- days ago 
along with the jobs 
white men in tmcks hand out 
like so much rationed candy 

Night wakens, and he knows the fields are done 
To his cot and rosary he walks, cradles 
a picture of a girl with a sickle-shaped back 
who still stands, sinewy strong, 
never stopping 
to wipe the sweat from her eyes 
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Saturday Night at the Bar 

Speaking to her face, waist, and hair, 
he is afraid to step inside her space 
or bmsh away the eyelash that she wears 
upon her snowy cheek, lest he debase 
her perfection's porcelain charm. 
Wanting to hold her delicate being 
and keep his virgin goddess from harm, 
lovingly he looks upon her, seeing 
the perfect arcs above her perfect eyes, 
each mark made for man to love: 
cheekbones strong, red lips swollen, breasts arched high. 
God gave man beast, and woman is his dove. 
He drinks in all of her that he can see. 
somehow thinks this is how she'll always be. 
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Barn Raising 

Fresh lumber and bright paint 
bought for the comfort of cows 
wintering in stalls, used to build 
a bam over the blueprint of a happy home 

(For forty years Mother listened 
to Father's promises of a house: 
kitchen shelves, paper lined walls, stuffed 
chairs, and a mahogany dining table.) 

Through kitchen glass, she watched 
neighbor men drag in beams, 
placing them in the shade of \rrginia Oak 
leaves she'd hoped would shade her porch 

With Father's plan, their wide green leaves 
would give scrapings to a loft 

The day before the raising, the secret 
room of her woman's mind rebelled 
through loopholes in absence of a door. 

Milk-white hands curled to fists 
she kept deep in calico pockets 
when for the first time in forty-one years 
she refused her man's request for a fresh made 
mince-meat pie. 

His lined face set in silence, 
mocking the eloquence 
of her frigid eyes, her tumed back, 
and the walls went up 
the very next day. 

(She feh sure the good Lord intervened 
when promises of a horse lured 
her man away, awakening in her a cunning 
she'd pretended not to have ) 

[stanza break] 
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Her apron held knives and forks, 
her bonnet spoons. She tredged 
a path till bowls and mattresses 
filled each spacious stall, and the spot 
Father designated for the Jerseys, 
made a wonderful front hall. 



Mother and Child at the Legal Aid Office 

Her thick hair hangs oil-slicked, bothering tired eyes, 
falling against the child she holds on bony hips 
who squirms against their sharp enclosure 
and her burnt-tortilla smell 

His shoes are shiny-new and squeak 
on the linoleum floor, causing her 
to lose patience and hair 
with ever)' tiny step 

So. she stands, holds him, 
swaying in the way of those with crying babies 
in the back of churches. Sunday mornings 

Her languid eyes scan the dr>' board 
message of the day: "Love life 
and all it gives you Above all, 
respect others." 

She catches the gaze of a young man, 
netted hair and studded ears, 
who sits sprawi-legged, hand resting 
on his crotch. 

Thirty minutes left till close, 
her lavender lips move in silent Spanish 
against her son's sweating head, 
as she watches the clock move 
closer to the night shift. 


